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The Theory of Engineering Drawing - Alphonse
Andrew Adler 1915
Engineering Drawing for Manufacture Brian Griffiths 2002-10-01
The processes of manufacture and assembly are
based on the communication of engineering
information via drawing. These drawings follow
rules laid down in national and international
standards. The organisation responsible for the
international rules is the International Standards
Organisation (ISO). There are hundreds of ISO
standards on engineering drawing because
drawing is very complicated and accurate
transfer of information must be guaranteed. The
information contained in an engineering drawing
is a legal specification, which contractor and
sub-contractor agree to in a binding contract.
The ISO standards are designed to be
independent of any one language and thus much
symbology is used to overcome any reliance on
any language. Companies can only operate
efficiently if they can guarantee the correct
transmission of engineering design information
for manufacturing and assembly. This book is a
short introduction to the subject of engineering
drawing for manufacture. It should be noted that
standards are updated on a 5-year rolling
programme and therefore students of
engineering drawing need to be aware of the
latest standards. This book is unique in that it

introduces the subject of engineering drawing in
the context of standards.
Engineering Graphics Essentials with
AutoCAD 2018 Instruction - Kirstie
Plantenberg 2017-07-24
Engineering Graphics Essentials with AutoCAD
2018 Instruction gives students a basic
understanding of how to create and read
engineering drawings by presenting principles in
a logical and easy to understand manner. It
covers the main topics of engineering graphics,
including tolerancing and fasteners, while also
teaching students the fundamentals of AutoCAD
2018. This book features independent learning
material containing supplemental content to
further reinforce these principles. Through its
many different exercises this text is designed to
encourage students to interact with the
instructor during lectures, and it will give
students a superior understanding of
engineering graphics and AutoCAD. The
independent learning material allows students to
go through the topics of the book independently.
The main content of the material contains pages
that summarize the topics covered in the book.
Each page has voice over content that simulates
a lecture environment. There are also interactive
examples that allow students to go through the
instructor led and in-class student exercises
found in the book on their own. Video examples
are also included to supplement the learning
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process.
A Manual of Engineering Drawing for Students
and Draftsmen - Thomas Ewing French
2018-10-19
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easyto-read typeface. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Basic Engineering Drawing - R. S. Rhodes 1990
Basic Engineering Drawing will provide an ideal
'lead-in' and accompaniment to Computer Aided
Design, as virtually all of the exercises can be
transferred to the screen. The rules of
engineering drawing are the same at whatever
level they are used and this book will be suitable
for a range of courses from GCSE Craft Design
and Technology through CGLI ad BTEC to
Degree (especially where students need to
acquire a knowledge quickly). Excellent for selfstudy, many of the exercises can be completed
by tracing which will improve the students'
sketching skills.
Drawing for Civil Engineering - Jan A. Van Der
Westhuizen 2000
Commencing with the fundamentals of drawing
and continuing with draughting practice and
conventions, this textbook emphasizes detailing,
rather than the calculations or design of the
components.
Engineering Graphics Essentials - Kirstie
Plantenberg 2010-03-01
Engineering Graphics Essentials Fourth Edition
gives students a basic understanding of how to
create and read engineering drawings by
presenting principles in a logical and easy to
understand manner. It coves the main topics of

engineering graphics, including tolerancing and
fasteners. This book also features an
independent learning DVD containing
supplemental content to further reinforce these
principles. Through its many different exercises
this text is designed to encourage students to
interact with the instructor during lectures, and
it will give students a superior understanding of
engineering graphics. The enclosed independent
learning DVD allows the learner to go through
the topics of the book independently. The main
content of the DVD contains pages that
summarize the topics covered in the book. Each
page has voice over content that simulates a
lecture environment. There are also interactive
examples that allow the learner to go through
the instructor led and in class student exercises
found in the book on their own. Video examples
are also included to supplement the learning
process. DVD Content: Summary pages with
voice over lecture content Interactive exercises
Video examples Supplemental problem solutions
Interpreting Engineering Drawings - C. H. (Cecil
Howard) Jensen 1980
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Engineering Drawing - Albert William Boundy
2001
Following the national engineering curriculum,
this title contains competency-based training
requirements and Australian standards.
A First Course in Engineering Drawing - K.
Rathnam 2017-08-09
The primary objective of this book is to provide
an easy approach to the basic principles of
Engineering Drawing, which is one of the core
subjects for undergraduate students in all
branches of engineering. Further, it offers
comprehensive coverage of topics required for a
first course in this subject, based on the author’s
years of experience in teaching this subject.
Emphasis is placed on the precise and logical
presentation of the concepts and principles that
are essential to understanding the subject. The
methods presented help students to grasp the
fundamentals more easily. In addition, the book
highlights essential problem-solving strategies
and features both solved examples and multiplechoice questions to test their comprehension.
Textbook of Engineering Drawing - K. Venkata
Reddy 2008
Salient Features: Provided simple step by step
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explanations to motivate self study of the
subject. Free hand sketching techniques are
provided. Worksheets for free hand practice are
provided. A new chapter on Computer Aided
Design and Drawing (CADD) is added.
Engineering Drawing And Design - Cecil Jensen
2007-08-15
Engineering Drawing and Design, combines
engineering graphics and drafting in one
accessible product. Technical drafting, like all
technical areas, is constantly changing; the
computer has revolutionized the way in which
drawings and parts are made. This 4-color text
covers the most current technical information
available, including graphic communication,
CAD, functional drafting, material positioning,
numerical control, electronic drafting, and
metrication, in a manner useful to both the
instructor and student. The authors synthesize,
simplify, and convert complex drafting standards
and procedures into understandable
instructional units.
Engineering Drawing - P.S. Gill 2009
Technical Drawing for Product Design - Stefano
Tornincasa 2020-11-23
This book is intended for students, academics,
designers, process engineers and CMM
operators, and presents the ISO GPS and the
ASME GD&T rules and concepts. The Geometric
Product Specification (GPS) and Geometrical
Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T)
languages are in fact the most powerful tools
available to link the perfect geometrical world of
models and drawings to the imperfect world of
manufactured parts and assemblies. The topics
include a complete description of all the ISO
GPS terminology, datum systems, MMR and
LMR requirements, inspection, and gauging
principles. Moreover, the differences between
ISO GPS and the American ASME Y14.5
standards are shown as a guide and reference to
help in the interpretation of drawings of the
most common dimensioning and tolerancing
specifications.The book may be used for
engineering courses and for professional grade
programmes, and it has been designed to cover
the fundamental geometric tolerancing
applications as well as the more advanced ones.
Academics and professionals alike will find it to
be an excellent teaching and research tool, as

well as an easy-to-use guide.
Interpreting Engineering Drawings - Ted
Branoff 2015-01-01
INTERPRETING ENGINEERING DRAWINGS,
8th EDITION offers comprehensive, state-of-theart training that shows readers how to create
professional-quality engineering drawings that
can be interpreted with precision in today's
technology-based industries. This flexible, userfriendly textbook offers unsurpassed coverage of
the theory and practical applications that you'll
need as readers communicate technical concepts
in an international marketplace. All material is
developed around the latest ASME drawing
standards, helping readers keep pace with the
dynamic changes in the field of engineering
graphics. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Electrical Engineering Drawing - Dr S K
Bhattacharya 2007
Electrical Drawing Is An Important Engineering
Subject Taught To Electrical/Electronics
Engineering Students Both At Degree And
Diploma Level Institutions. The Course Content
Generally Covers Assembly And Working
Drawings Of Electrical Machines And Machine
Parts, Drawing Of Electrical Circuits,
Instruments And Components. The Contents Of
This Book Have Been Prepared By Consulting
The Syllabus Of Various State Boards Of
Technical Education As Also Of Different
Engineering Colleges. This Book Has Nine
Chapters. Chapter I Provides Latest
Informations About Drawing Sheets, Lettering,
Dimensioning, Method Of Projections, Sectional
Views Including Assembly And Working
Drawings Of Simple Electrical And Mechanical
Items With Plenty Of Solved Examples.The
Second Chapter Deals With Drawing Of
Commonly Used Electrical Instruments, Their
Method Of Connection And Of Instrument Parts.
Chapter Iii Deals With Mechanical Drawings Of
Electrical Machines And Machine Parts. The
Details Include Drawings Of D.C. Machines,
Induction Machines, Synchronous Machines,
Fractional Kw Motors And Transformers.
Chapter Iv Includes Panel Board Wiring
Diagrams. The Fifth Chapter Is Devoted To
Winding Diagrams Of D.C. And A.C. Machines.
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Chapter Vi And Vii Include Drawings Of
Transmission And Distribution Line Accessories,
Supports, Etc. As Also Plant And Substation
Layout Diagrams.Miscellaneous Drawing Like
Drawings Of Earth Electrodes, Circuit Breakers,
Lighting Arresters, Etc. Have Been Dealt With In
Chapter Viii. Graded Exercises With Feedback
On Reading And Interpreting Engineering
Drawings Covering The Entire Course Content
Have Been Included In Ix Providing Ample
Opportunities To The Learner To Practice On
Such Graded Exercises And Receive Feedback.
Chapter X Includes Drawings Of Electronic
Circuits And Components. This Book, Unlike
Some Of The Available Books In The Market,
Contains A Large Number Of Solved Examples
Which Would Help Students Understand The
Subject Better. Explanations Are Very Simple
And Easy To Understand.Reference To Norms
And Standards Have Been Made At Appropriate
Places. Students Will Find This Book Useful Not
Only For Passing Examinations But Even More
In Reading And Interpreting Engineering
Drawings During Their Professional Career.
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS - K. C. JOHN
2009-07-13
This book provides a detailed study of
geometrical drawing through simple and wellexplained worked-out examples and exercises.
This book is designed for students of first year
Engineering Diploma course, irrespective of
their branches of study. The book is divided into
seven modules. Module A covers the
fundamentals of manual drafting, lettering,
freehand sketching and dimensioning of views.
Module B describes two-dimensional drawings
like geometrical constructions, conics,
miscellaneous curves and scales. Threedimensional drawings, such as projections of
points, lines, plane lamina, geometrical solids
and their different sections are well-explained in
Module C. Module D deals with intersection of
surfaces and their developments. Drawing of
pictorial views is illustrated in Module E, which
includes isometric projection, oblique projection
and perspective projections. The fundamentals
of machine drawing are covered in Module F.
Finally, in Module G, the book introduces
computer-aided drafting (CAD) to make the
readers familiar with the state-of-the-art
techniques of drafting. KEY FEATURES : Follows

the International Standard Organization (ISO)
code of practice for drawing. Includes a large
number of dimensioned illustrations, worked-out
examples, and Polytechnic questions and
answers to explain the geometrical drawing
process. Contains chapter-end exercises to help
students develop their drawing skills.
Manual of Engineering Drawing - Colin H.
Simmons 2003-10-21
The Manual of Engineering Drawing has long
been recognised as the student and practising
engineer's guide to producing engineering
drawings that comply with ISO and British
Standards. The information in this book is
equally applicable to any CAD application or
manual drawing. The second edition is fully in
line with the requirements of the new British
Standard BS8888: 2002, and will help engineers,
lecturers and students with the transition to the
new standards. BS8888 is fully based on the
relevant ISO standards, so this book is also ideal
for an international readership. The
comprehensive scope of this book encompasses
topics including orthographic, isometric and
oblique projections, electric and hydraulic
diagrams, welding and adhesive symbols, and
guidance on tolerancing. Written by a member of
the ISO committee and a former college
lecturer, the Manual of Engineering Drawing
combines up-to-the-minute technical accuracy
with clear, readable explanations and numerous
diagrams. This approach makes this an ideal
student text for vocational courses in
engineering drawing and undergraduates
studying engineering design / product design.
Colin Simmons is a member of the BSI and ISO
Draughting Committees and an Engineering
Standards Consultant. He was formerly
Standards Engineer at Lucas CAV. * Fully in line
with the latest ISO Standards * A textbook and
reference guide for students and engineers
involved in design engineering and product
design * Written by a former lecturer and a
current member of the relevant standards
committees
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS WITH AUTOCAD - D.
M. KULKARNI 2009-04-13
Designed as a text for the undergraduate
students of all branches of engineering, this
compendium gives an opportunity to learn and
apply the popular drafting software AutoCAD in
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designing projects. The textbook is organized in
three comprehensive parts. Part I (AutoCAD)
deals with the basic commands of AutoCAD, a
popular drafting software used by engineers and
architects. Part II (Projection Techniques)
contains various projection techniques used in
engineering for technical drawings. These
techniques have been explained with a number
of line diagrams to make them simple to the
students. Part III (Descriptive Geometry), mainly
deals with 3-D objects that require imagination.
The accompanying CD contains the animations
using creative multimedia and PowerPoint
presentations for all chapters. In a nutshell, this
textbook will help students maintain their
cutting edge in the professional job market. KEY
FEATURES : Explains fundamentals of
imagination skill in generic and basic forms to
crystallize concepts. Includes chapters on
aspects of technical drawing and AutoCAD as a
tool. Treats problems in the third angle as well
as first angle methods of projection in line with
the revised code of Indian Standard Code of
Practice for General Drawing.
Engineering Graphics - Frederick Ernest
Giesecke 2003
For courses in Engineering Graphics/Technical
Drawing and Drafting/Technical Sketching. This
authoritative text dominates the market by
offering the best coverage of basic graphics
principles and an unmatched set of fully
machineable working drawings. Its practical,
well illustrated, step-by-step explanations of
procedures have successfully trained students
for 60 years, and continue to appeal to todays
visually oriented students. - Instructors Manual Includes teaching tips, quiz questions and a CD
ROM with answer files for over 400 drawings,
plus all the art from the text in pdf format. Increased coverage of design processes in
Chapter 14 - From the basics of design to 3-D
solid modeling, and parametric or constraint
based modeling. - Completely revised chapter on
manufacturing processes. much needed
modernization of important chapter. - Over 40
new problems. - - Coverage of Geometric
Dimensioning and Tolerancing. - Extensive
updating of text graphics. - Graphics Spotlight
feature. - - FREE Student CD - Includes classic
Glesecke chapters on Graphs and Diagrams and
Alignment charts, along with 40 animation

concepts, provides important reference material
and keeps book size sm
Engineering Graphics for the First Year Student
(GTU) - Prof. P. J. Shah
Engineering Graphics, in its 13th year, has been
succinctly revised for the Engineering students
of 1st year of Gujarat Technological University,
AhmedabadBeginning with the units, dimensions
and standard, this book discusses the
measurement and measurement errors. Then, it
goes on to discuss electronics
equipment,measurements of low resistence and
A.C. bridges.Moreover,the book deals with the
cathode ray oscilloscopes.Further,it describes
various instrument calibration. Finally,the book
deals with recorders and plotters.
Machine Drawing - K. L. Narayana 2009-06-30
About the Book: Written by three distinguished
authors with ample academic and teaching
experience, this textbook, meant for diploma and
degree students of Mechanical Engineering as
well as those preparing for AMIE examination,
incorporates the latest st
Geometric and Engineering Drawing - Ken
Morling 2012
For all students and lecturers of basic
engineering and technical drawing The new
edition of this successful text describes all the
geometric instructions and engineering drawing
information, likely to be needed by anyone
preparing or interpreting drawings or designs.
There are also plenty of exercises to practise
these principles.
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS FOR DEGREE - K.
C. JOHN 2009-04-13
This book provides a detailed study of
geometrical drawing through simple and wellexplained worked-out examples. It is designed
for first-year engineering students of all
branches. The book is divided into seven
modules. A topic is introduced in each chapter of
a module with brief explanations and necessary
pictorial views. Then it is discussed in detail
through a number of worked-out examples,
which are explained using step-by-step
procedure and illustrating drawings. Module A
covers the fundamentals of manual drafting,
lettering, freehand sketching and dimensioning
of views. Module B describes two-dimensional
drawings like geometrical constructions, conics,
miscellaneous curves and scales. Three-
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dimensional drawings, such as projections of
points, lines, plane lamina, geometrical solids
and sections of them are well explained in
Module C. Module D deals with intersection of
surfaces and their developments. Drawing of
pictorial views is illustrated in Module E, which
includes isometric projection, oblique projection
and perspective projections. Module F covers
the fundamentals of machine drawing. Finally, in
Module G the book introduces computer-aided
drafting (CAD) to make the readers familiar with
the state-of-the-art techniques of drafting. Key
Features : Follows the International Standard
Organization (ISO) code of practice for drawing.
Includes a large number of dimensioned
illustrations, worked-out examples, and
university questions and answers to explain the
geometrical drawing process. Contains chapterend exercises to help students develop their
drawing skills.
Technical Drawing - Segun R. Bello 2012-12-27
This book was designed to help students acquire
requisite knowledge and practical skills in
technical drawing presentation and practices.
The contents were scripted to prepare students
for technical, diploma and degree examinations
in engineering technology, technical vocations
and draughtsmanship in other professions in the
monotechnics, polytechnics and universities. At
the end of each chapter are lists of examination
standard exercises that will help students
perfect their skill and proficiency in technical
drawing works. Therefore, student should be
able to; Understand the principles and
techniques of drawing presentation and
projections in geometry Understand the
applications of solid geometry Understand the
principles and application of free hand sketching
Understand the principles of constructing conicsections and development of surfaces
Technical Drawing Applications - Sachin
Pandya 2021-02-15
This book is useful to ICSE students who have
taken Technical drawing applications as their
choice of subject in 9th and 10th std. This book
can be used as reference copy for diploma and
degree student who are taking engineering
drawing as subject.
Engineering Drawing with Worked
Examples - Maurice Arthur Parker 2014-11
Textbook.

Engineering Drawing and Graphic Technology Thomas E. French 1993
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Textbook of Engineering Drawing - Roop Lal
2015-08
Technical Drawing 101 with AutoCAD 2021 Ashleigh Fuller
Technical Drawing 101 covers topics ranging
from the most basic, such as making freehand,
multiview sketches of machine parts, to the
advanced—creating an AutoCAD dimension style
containing the style settings defined by the
ASME Y14.5-2009 Dimensioning and
Tolerancing standard. But unlike the massive
technical drawing reference texts on the market,
Technical Drawing 101 aims to present just the
right mix of information and projects that can be
reasonably covered by faculty, and assimilated
by students, in one semester. Both mechanical
and architectural projects are introduced to
capture the interest of more students and to
offer a broader appeal. The authors have also
created extensive video training (137 videos,
18.5 hours total) that is included with every copy
of the book. In these videos the authors start off
by getting students comfortable with the user
interface and demonstrating how to use many of
AutoCAD's commands and features. The videos
progress to more advanced topics where the
authors walk students through completing
several of the projects in the book. The CAD
portion of the text incorporates drafting theory
whenever possible and covers the basics of
drawing setup (units, limits, and layers), the
tools of the Draw, Modify, and Dimension
toolbars, and the fundamentals of 3D modeling.
By focusing on the fundamental building blocks
of CAD, Technical Drawing 101 provides a solid
foundation for students going on to learn
advanced CAD concepts and techniques (paper
space, viewports, xrefs, annotative scaling, etc.)
in intermediate CAD courses. In recognition of
the diverse career interests of our students,
Technical Drawing 101 includes projects in
which students create working drawings for a
mechanical assembly as well as for an
architectural project. We include architectural
drawing because our experience has shown that
many (if not most) first-semester drafting
students are interested in careers in the
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architectural design field, and that a traditional
technical drawing text, which focuses solely on
mechanical drawing projects, holds little interest
for these students. The multidisciplinary
approach of this text and its supporting
materials are intended to broaden the appeal of
the curriculum and increase student interest
and, it is hoped, future enrollments.
Visualization, Modeling, and Graphics for
Engineering Design - Dennis K. Lieu
2008-02-15
A new book for a new generation of engineering
professionals, Visualization, Modeling, and
Graphics for Engineering Design was written
from the ground up to take a brand-new
approach to graphic communication within the
context of engineering design and creativity.
With a blend of modern and traditional topics,
this text recognizes how computer modeling
techniques have changed the engineering design
process. From this new perspective, the text is
able to focus on the evolved design process,
including the critical phases of creative thinking,
product ideation, and advanced analysis
techniques. Focusing on design and design
communication rather than drafting techniques
and standards, it goes beyond the what to
explain the why of engineering graphics.
Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
A Text Book of Engineering Drawing R.K.Dhawan 2012-07
this book includes Geometrical Drawing &
Computer Aided Drafting in First Angle
Projection. Useful for the students of B.E./B.Tech
for different Technological Universities of India.
Covers all the topics of engineering drawing
with simple explanation.
Freehand Drawing and Discovery - James
Richards 2013-02-04
Features access to video tutorials! Designed to
help architects, planners, and landscape
architects use freehand sketching to quickly and
creatively generate design concepts, Freehand
Drawing and Discovery uses an array of crossdisciplinary examples to help readers develop
their drawing skills. Taking a "both/and"
approach, this book provides step-by-step
guidance on drawing tools and techniques and
offers practical suggestions on how to use these

skills in conjunction with digital tools on realworld projects. Illustrated with nearly 300 full
color drawings, the book includes a series of
video demonstrations that reinforces the
sketching techniques.
Engineering Drawing with CAD Applications - O.
Ostrowsky 2019-10-25
Engineering Drawing with CAD Applications is
ideal for any engineering student, needing a
user-friendly step-by-step guide to draughting,
sketching and drawing. Fully revised to take into
account developments in computer aided
drawing, and to keep up with British Standards,
this guide remains an ideal introduction to the
subject. It provides readers with the basic
knowledge and skills of draughting and takes
them on to more interesting and advanced
engineering drawing techniques and procedures.
This latest revision of Ostrowsky's popoular
Engineering Drawing represents a
comprehensive introductory course in
engineering drawing and sketching, and is
sutiable for a wide range of college and
university engineering students. The author
concentrates on the techniques fundamental to
effective drawing, key knowledge that is needed
wether the drawings are carried out by hand, or
via a CAD package. Copious illustrations and a
clear, step-by-step approach make this book
ideal for distance learning and assignment-based
study.
Perfecting Engineering and Technical
Drawing - Ron Hanifan 2014-09-11
This concise reference helps readers avoid the
most commonplace errors in generating or
interpreting engineering drawings. Applicable
across multiple disciplines, Hanifan’s lucid
treatment of such essential skills as
understanding and conveying data in a drawing,
exacting precision in dimension and tolerance
notations, and selecting the most-appropriate
drawing type for a particular engineering
situation, “Perfecting Engineering and Technical
Drawing” is an valuable resource for practicing
engineers, engineering technologists, and
students. Provides straightforward explanation
of the requirements for all common engineering
drawing types Maximizes reader understanding
of engineering drawing requirements,
differentiating the types of drawings and their
particular characteristics Elucidates electrical
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reference designation requirements, geometric
dimensioning, and tolerancing errors Explains
the entire engineering documentation process
from concept to delivery
Engineering Drawing And Graphics - Ke
Vēṇugōpāl 2007
This Book Provides A Systematic Account Of The
Basic Principles Involved In Engineering
Drawing. The Treatment Is Based On The First
Angle Projection.Salient Features: *
Nomography Explained In Detail. * 555 SelfExplanatory Solved University Problems. * StepBy-Step Procedures. * Side-By-Side Simplified
Drawings. * Adopts B.I.S. And I.S.O. Standards. *
1200 Questions Included For Self Test.The Book
Would Serve As An Excellent Text For B.E.,
B.Tech., B.Sc. (Ap. Science) Degree And Diploma
Students Of Engineering. Amie Students Would
Also Find It Extremely Useful.
Technical Drawing with Design - Alfred Yarwood
1994
Written to help pupils prepare for examinations
in Technical Drawing and Geometrical and
Mechanical Drawing, this book covers a wide
range of syllabuses and courses at secondary
level. A large number of graded technical
drawing exercises are included to test students
on the chapter contents.
A Guide to the Preparation of Civil Engineering
Drawings - M. V. Thomas 1982

ENGINEERING DRAWING - SIDDIQUEE
ARSHAD N. 2004-01-01
This self-contained comprehensive book has
been written to cover almost all important topics
on engineering drawing to introduce polytechnic
and undergraduate students of engineering to
the standards and convention of technical
drawing. Initial chapters of the book cover
basics of line work, engineering scales,
engineering curves and dimensioning practices.
In the next stage, fundamental principles of
projection are discussed in detail. Subsequent
chapters cover topics on orthographic
projections of points, lines, planes and solids.
First-angle projections have been adopted
throughout the chapters covering orthographic
projection. With a strong emphasis on creating
accurate and clear drawings, a chapter on
AutoCAD software is also included in the book.
The chapter is organized such that it describes
the application of the software presenting and
applying these standards. More importantly, all
the elaborations of the software are alone
making use of screen captures taken from the
AutoCAD screen so that a novice user will be
able to understand its application easily. A large
number of solved examples with detailed steps
examining methods for solving them have been
incorporated to help students solve the unsolved
problems.
Basic Technical Drawing - Henry Cecil Spencer
1980
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